Glioblastoma Multiforme is a high grade, very aggressive, brain tumor, with patients having a poor prognosis. Lower grade gliomas are less aggressive, but they can evolve into higher grade tumors over time. Patient management and treatment can vary considerably with tumor grade, ranging from tumor resection followed by a combined radio-and chemotherapy to a "wait and see" approach. Hence, tumor grading is important for adequate treatment planning and monitoring. The gold standard for tumor grading relies on histopathological diagnosis of biopsy specimens. However, this procedure is invasive, time consuming, and prone to sampling error. Given these disadvantages, automatic tumor grading from widely used MRI protocols would be clinically important, as a way to expedite treatment planning and assessment of tumor evolution. In this paper, we propose to use Convolutional Neural Networks for predicting tumor grade directly from imaging data. In this way, we overcome the need for expert annotations of regions of interest. We evaluate two prediction approaches: from the whole brain, and from an automatically defined tumor region. Finally, we employ interpretability methodologies as a quality assurance stage to check if the method is using image regions indicative of tumor grade for classification.
Introduction
Gliomas are the most common primary brain tumors, being graded according to their malignancy. The most aggressive one is Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM). These high grade gliomas (HGG) proliferate and infiltrate the surrounding tissues at a very fast pace. In fact, patients have a very short life expectancy, even if under treatment [16] . Lower grade gliomas (LGG) are less aggressive, and patients have a better prognosis. Nevertheless, LGG can evolve into HGG, hence, follow-up is required [4] . Glioma grading is crucial when deciding the treatment procedure, which can range from surgery followed by chemo-and radiotherapy, to a "wait and see" approach. The latter avoids invasive procedures and is more common with LGG [4, 8] .
Histopathological diagnosis of biopsy specimens is the gold standard for glioma grading. However, it is time consuming, invasive, and prone to sampling error [17] .
MRI is the standard imaging technique for brain tumor diagnosis in clinical practice. In general, attributes of HGG in MRI include the contrast enhancing tumor tissue, necrotic core, edema, non-enhancing tumor, and mass effect.
LGG are usually more diffuse, nonenhancing, smaller, and cause less mass effect. Nonetheless, some HGG may have some attributes of LGG, and vice-versa [4, 13, 16] . Tumor grading from imaging data would be useful in clinical practice, since it would avoid the sampling error, and expedite treatment planning by anticipating the histopathological results [17] . Additionally, it would avoid the invasive biopsy procedures during follow-up. Studies suggest that perfusion MRI is more informative for glioma grading than structural MRI sequences [17] . Still, perfusion MRI is not widely acquired in clinical practice [3] ; in fact, perfusion MRI is seen as a plus, while structural MRI is part of the current consensus recommendations for standardized brain tumor imaging [2] . Computer-based tumor grading from MRI is relatively unexplored. Zacharaki et al. [17] predict the grade of gliomas from MRI images using a Support Vector Machine classifier. The method requires radiologists to manually define four regions of interest (ROI) in the tumor. Khawaldeh et al. [6] use convolutional neural networks (CNN) in a semi-automated approach where the tumor grade is predicted from 2D slices selected by radiologists, which may result in multiple and possibly ambiguous predictions for the same patient.
CNNs offer the potential for learning tumor grading directly from imaging data without human-defined ROIs. However, these methods may fall into overfitting, and learn spurious patterns in the data. Hence, a quality assurance stage before deployment of these methods is desirable. As shown by Pereira et al. [9] , interpretability of machine learning methods, through explanations of their predictions, allows one to assess which parts of the MRI image are more important for a prediction. In this way, one can evaluate if a model is trustworthy. Moreover, explanations may provide hints on undesirable behaviors, and allow one to devise improving strategies. The contributions in this paper are the following. i) We propose to use 3D CNN for automatic glioma grading from conventional multisequence MRI, either from the whole brain, or an automatically defined tumor ROI. ii) We assess the predictions by means of visual explanations. In this way, we were able to assess the predictions' trustworthiness and, as shown in the experiments, detect a problem in pre-processing. Finally, iii) we validate our approach on a publicly available database, making it more easily comparable with future proposals.
Methods
The proposed grading system has two main stages: ROI extraction, and glioma grade prediction. Additionally, we have an interpretation of predictions stage that serves as prediction quality assessment, and we use it for two purposes. First, to evaluate if regions indicative of tumor grade are the most relevant ones for classification. Second, to identify possible problems with the method (e.g. focus on spurious patterns) and devise strategies to obtain better classifiers.
Extraction of the region of interest
We consider and evaluate glioma grading from two ROI: the whole brain, and the tumor region. First, we automatically identify these regions in the image, and define a bounding box around them. Second, these volumes are extracted, resized to a fixed size, and fed into the tumor grade classification CNN. We note that an independent CNN is trained for each of the ROI. Regarding the whole brain region, in a skull-stripped image a bounding box can be easily defined from the brain mask.
For the tumor ROI, a bounding box is defined after segmenting the whole tumor. In order to account for segmentation mistakes, we give a margin of 10 voxels in each side of the bounding box, while maintaining the aspect ratio of the tumor. Segmentation of the whole tumor from multisequence MRI is achieved with a 3D U-net-inspired [10] fully convolutional network; the network architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 (top) . A 3D patch is extracted from each MRI sequence, stacked as channels, and fed into the network. The encoder path is responsible for learning the higher order features. Maxpooling layers increase the field of view, but downsample the feature maps. Features computed by higher (deeper) convolutional layers are more abstract. However, these features lack fine details that are important for segmentation. Since the feature maps are downsampled, we need to map the lower resolution feature maps back to the input patch resolution. This is done by upsampling. As we upsample feature maps, we sum them with the feature maps of equivalent size of lower layers of the encoder path. Further convolutional layers fuse the lower and higher level features. We also employ residual blocks with pre-activations [5] that make training of deep networks easier. The last layer is a 1 × 1 × 1 convolutional layer, with sofmax activation.
Glioma grading CNN
We train a glioma grading CNN with similar architecture for each ROI (Fig. 1, middle) . The ROI is extracted from each MRI sequence and resized to 96 3 , before feeding it to the CNN. In these architectures, we also employ residual convolutional blocks with pre-activations [5] , which contribute for better learning. After the convolutional feature computation layers, we use Global Average Pooling to summarize each feature map. Then, a cascade of 1 × 1 × 1 convolutional layers act as fully-connected layers. Finally, the last layer outputs a probabilistic prediction of the tumor grade. Given the amount of available data, we use aggressive on-the-fly data augmentation during training. The data augmentation procedures were: sagittal flipping, rotation of [−20 • , 20 • ], 90 • rotation, and exponential intensity transformation with random γ ∈ [0.85, 1.15].
Grade prediction interpretability
To perform quality assessment of tumor grade prediction, we use the interpretability methods Guided Backpropagation (GBP) [12] and Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (GradCAM) [11] , after extending them to 3D. This is done at prediction time.
Guided Backpropagation [12] is based on the idea that the gradient with respect to the input image, visualized in the image space, is informative of which parts of the image are more discriminative for the neurons activation. It starts by computing a forward pass through the network layers. During backpropagation, the true gradient is not calculated. Instead, a variation that results in better explanations of ReLU activations is used. This is performed by zeroing both the gradients in the units with 0 value after ReLU activation, and the negative gradients. In this way, the backward signals of neurons that contribute for decreased activation are discarded. Although visually discriminative, GBP has the disadvantage of not being discriminative in relation to the predicted class (i.e. it can highlight areas of interest to the network but not to which class).
In contrast to GBP, GradCAM is class discriminative, but the explanation maps may have lower resolution. GradCAM tries to explain how the feature maps F of a layer l support the class prediction y c . To that end, the gradient of the unit predicting the class with respect to the feature maps of the layer of interest ∂ y c ∂ F l is backpropagated. Then, the weight α l of each feature map for the class prediction is computed as the global average pooling of the gradients. Being i, j, k the indices of each of the N elements of the gradient, the weights are given by α l
. Finally, the explanation map E c for the class is generated by the sum of F l weighted by α l c , as E c = max ( ∑ l α l c F l , 0 ) . The max (·, 0) function discards information contributing for decreased activation for the class. The explanation map has the same resolution as the feature maps of interest, thus, interpolation is typically needed to map results to the original image space.
Experimental Setup
The proposed methods were evaluated using BRATS 2017 Training set [1, 8] , which has the particularity that subjects are organized according to the tumor grade into HGG (GBM) and LGG. There are 285 pre-operative acquisitions: 210 HGG, and 75 LGG. For each subject there are 4 MRI sequences available with 1 mm isotropic resolution: T1, post-contrast T1 (T1c), T2, and FLAIR. All sequences are already aligned, and skull stripped. We randomly divided the 285 subjects into 60% training, 20% validation, and 20% testing 1 . The manual segmentations of the different tumor compartments were merged into a single label to train the whole tumor segmentation network.
Two pre-processing steps are applied: bias field correction [15] , and standardization of the image intensities inside the brain mask to zero mean and unit variance. All networks were trained with the Adam optimizer and crossentropy loss. For the whole tumor segmentation, learning rate (LR) was set to 5 × 10 −5 , spatial dropout probability to 0.05, and weight decay to 1 × 10 −6 . Regarding the CNNs for tumor grade prediction, the hyperparameters of the network were: LR -1 × 10 −4 , dropout probability -0.4, and weight decay -1 × 10 −4 . We used convolutional operations without padding, therefore, in skip connections, we cropped the feature maps to the same size of the smaller ones, before summing. During training, the bounding box of tumor ROI was defined using the manual segmentations. The grading CNNs were implemented with PyTorch and experiments were conducted using a NVIDIA GeForce Titan Black GPU.
For evaluation of tumor grading, we computed precision, recall, and f1-score. Since these metrics are influenced by class imbalance, we provide them for both LGG and HGG. Additionally, we compute the accuracy (acc) and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC), which provide insights on the general ability of the classifier to distinguish between the classes. Table 1 shows quantitative results for tumor grade prediction from each of the ROI (whole brain, and tumor). We note that it is expected to achieve lower f1-score, precision, and recall for LGG, since it is the minority class. Before feeding the images to the CNNs, we standardize the image intensities with zero mean and unit variance. Common approaches in the computer vision domain compute these statistics from the whole image. However, in MRI images, the background region is usually filled with 0 intensity values after skull stripping. When we standardize the intensities in the whole image, we achieve acc. of 0.895 (whole brain) and 0.877 (tumor ROI). However, from the GBP maps (Fig. 2) , we observe that the CNN considers the border of brain as discriminative, which for our data should not be a predictor of tumor grade. This is probably due to high gradients, since background has negative values, after standardization. Hence, we changed our pre-processing strategy by standardizing the image intensities inside the brain mask, only. After this approach, we observed that, mostly, the CNN does not consider the brain border as relevant for tumor grading. More interestingly, this simple change considerably boosted the metrics of tumor grade prediction from the tumor ROI (Table 1) . For instance, acc. and ROC-AUC improved from 0.877 and 0.8841 to 0.9298 and 0.9841, respectively. This shows an advantage of the interpretability stage, since it allowed us to identify a systematic problem and correct it; we note that the border problem would otherwise gone unnoticed, as results were already competitive.
Results and Discussion
Focusing on the variant with the standardization in the brain mask, we observe in Table 1 that grade prediction from the tumor ROI (acc -0.9298, ROC-AUC -0.9841) Table 1 . Tumor grade results for LGG and HGG in the two ROI: whole brain, and tumor. We show results for each variant of the image intensities standardization procedure. achieves better scores than grade prediction from the whole image (acc. -0.895, ROC-AUC -0.8913). Despite this, we note that tumor grade prediction from the whole brain achieves an acc. of 0.895, and f1-score of 0.9286, precision of 0.9286, and recall of 0.9286 for HGG. Fig. 3 shows interpretability maps for some examples. We note that GradCAM provides maps with the same resolution as the feature maps of the layer of interest. We compute GradCAM maps with the output of the third (Res3) and fourth (Res4) residual blocks ( Fig. 1 ). Fig. 3(a) shows interpretability maps for grade predictions from the whole brain. In the first row, the CNN was able to correctly grade it as HGG. From the two GradCAM maps we observe that the region of tumor was considered the most discriminative. The GBP shows focus on the ventricles, but, more interestingly, on both tumor lesions. In the second row, a HGG was mistakenly classified as LGG. The GradCAM maps are dispersed across the brain, instead of focusing in the tumor. We note that GradCAM is class discriminative, so, we show maps for LGG class. The GBP map concentrates in the ventricles. We observe that the CNN for tumor grading from the whole image focus on the ventricles frequently. We know that mass effect is a feature of HGG, and the ventricles are largely affected by it [13] . Hence, the CNN may have learned that it is a predictor of malignancy. Actually, the subventricular zone is thought to be the origin of glioma cells, and nearby brain tumors are associated with worse prognosis [7] . The focus on ventricles may explain why the example in the second row is misclassified as LGG, since its effect on ventricles is smaller than the first row example. Fig. 3(b) shows examples of tumor prediction from the tumor ROI. In the first row, a HGG is correctly classified. From the GradCAM maps, we observe that the CNN correctly locates the tumor. Additionally, the Res3 and GBP maps appear to focus on the transition from necrosis to enhancing tumor and edema. This is in accordance with domain knowledge, as such an enhancing rim is characteristic for HGG. The second row of Fig. 3(b) is a LGG misclassified as HGG. In this case, it is a LGG with enhancing tumor. For this reason, the GradCAM maps for HGG and the GBP map seem to indicate that the enhancing tissues were responsible for the prediction, as it is a feature of HGG. It is possible that this is an evolving LGG that requires monitoring. From the previous discussion, we see that GradCAM and GBP maps provide insights into the factors that contribute for a classification. So, we can see this interpretability stage as a quality assurance that enables us to check if the generated explanations are according to clinical knowledge. For instance, in the first row of Fig. 3(a) the explanations are focused on the tumor region. However, in the second row, the interpretability maps have high responses in regions that do not contain tumor. Thus, it may be a sign of an unreliable prediction, since it was based on regions of the image that are probably irrelevant. Additionally, the border effect problem, detected from the GBP maps, was a spurious pattern learned by the CNN.
Conclusion
Tumor grading from imaging data offers a fast and non-invasive approach for anticipating tumor grading, compared with histopathological diagnosis of biopsy specimens. We propose CNN for automatic brain tumor grading from MRI images, without the need of expert ROI definition. When we predict the grade from the whole brain, we achieve acc. of 0.895, while the prediction from the tumor ROI reaches an acc. of 0.9298. Therefore, our results show that grading is possible from both ROIs, although the latter achieves substantially better scores. Additionally, we employed interpretability approaches for prediction assessment, which allowed us to improve the pre-processing stage. Moreover, it may help in assessing if a a decision is trustworthy by observing if it was actually based on the tumor region, or regions that are coherent with clinical knowledge.
